BI-charged
UNIVERSAL E-BIKE CHARGING STATIONS
CUSTOME MADE, MULTIFUNCTIONAL, TECHNOLOGICALLY AND STYLE PERFECTED
BUILDING TOGETHER ON E-MOBILITY
In MAITIM we are proud and glad to support electrical
mobility as a part of socially responsible sustainable
development of urban and rural regions. As a company
with a 30-year tradition, we have, in co-operation with
the best and well-renowned Slovenian experts and designers,
developed and produced Universal E-bike Charging Stations,
that are unique, multifunctional, technologically completed
and style perfected.

FOR A LONG, COMFORTABLE, RELAXING MOVEMENT
E-bikes are gaining on popularity every day because of their
advantages in comparison to both, cars and traditional bikes. When
comparing them to cars, e-bikes are nature-friendlier, easier to park in
cities and encourage physical recreation. In comparison to traditional bikes,
they ease long-distance cycling and pushing uphill. Noticeably, they reduce
physical efforts and are, as such, suitable for a much larger population
of people, not only for those in physical shape but also for those,
who lack physical fitness or suffer from various health problems.
They are also highly practical in spending leisure and holidays actively.
E-bike cyclist on the way will relax easily, comfortably focus on the
surroundings and just enjoy the ride.
Long-distance rides will bring only one worry to every e-biker:
will I be able to find an e-bike charging station?
It is on us to prevent this one last worry.
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While your e-bike is being automatically charged,
you can rest comfortably and recharge yourself as well.
Photograph from Brezje, Slovenia. Welcome!

IN HARMONY WITH DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTS
BI-charged has a modular design, which gives it a capability
of adapting to any kind of architectural and natural environments.
Just like a chameleon! Custom made, with options of selecting
different supporting pillars of unique forms, materials and colors,
they will match perfectly with urban, rural or mountain landscape.
Supporting pillar also serves as a stand for e-bike. E-bike can
be safely locked to a charging station by a simple bike lock.

BI-charged charging station at the
bus stop in Lendava, Slovenia.

CHOOSE PAYABLE OR FREE OF
CHARGE CHARGIN STATION
Payment options:
Standard: RFID identification and
digital lock with numeric password.
Optional: upgrade to different
payment systems: coin deposit lock,
card payment, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi etc.
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PRACTICAL AND EASY TO USE
The basis of this modular e-bike charging station is a
charging compartment locker, a housing of a high quality,
powder coated INOX material, installed on the selected
carrier. A locker can also be wall-mounted. It safely guards
the source of electricity, electricity consumption meter,
all connectors and electronics. It offers four 230V
socket outlets and four USB ports.
Simultaneously with charging e-bike’s battery,
user’s mobile phone, portable battery or any other small
USB device can be charged or just placed into the locker.
In case, the charger is fixed on an e-bike, it can be
connected to electricity via cable.
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OPTIONS / UPGRADES AVAILABLE:
- canopies,
- pump and tool for minor repairs,
- solar panels for e-bike charging (pillar or canopy
installation),
PERFORMANCES:
- freestanding single station,
- freestanding double stations,
- wall-mounted multiple charging compartment lockers in one
place
- locker with lock (for safe locking of the inside content)
- locker with button (for closing the locker’s door safely) –
suitable for several e-bike users charging simultaneously.

-

Single charging station MAITIM
E-BIKE with pump and tool for
minor repairs.

merilnik porabe
električne
energije.

Station MAITIM E-BIKE with
button for multiple users at the
same time.
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Functional LED illumination of the locker. Lets
users know, when the locker is locked / unlocked
and when the battery is fully charged.
Green: vacant and ready to use
Yellow: charging is in progress
Yellow flashes: chargong has completed
Red: charging disabled, push the switch to ON
position

Single charging station with tools at Turjak
near Velike Lašče, Slovenia.
Welcome.

Charging Station is supplied with wiring,
ready to connect to the existing electrical
network. It is also suitable for charging:
electric scooters, two-wheeled bikes, electric
skateboards, hover boards,
electric wheelchairs …
WHERE TO BEST PLACE IT?
It is an indispensable completion of e-mobility
structure in cities, suburbs, country sides and
cycling mountain trails. It is as well a great
opportunity for municipalities, tourist associations,
hoteliers and e-bike providers, since it is
becoming a necessity on parking and resting
spots for bikers, on bus and railway stations,
near bars and hotels, in camps, caravanning
resorts, as well as near all tourist attraction points,
in city centers, parks, shopping centers, office
buildings, parking garages, multifamily facilities …
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merilnik porabe električne energije.

MAITIM E-ENERGIJA
Phone: +386 1 830 33 60
Mobile: +386 41 618 253
e-mail: info@maitim.si
Web: www.maitim.si
For this environment-friendly e-bike
charging station, that brings unique
style, best quality, high performance
and multi functionality, every e-biker
will be very grateful.
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MULTIPLE CHARGING COMPARTMENT LOCKERS IN ONE PLACE
SPACE-SAVING AND PRACTICAL
A Multiple Set of Charging Lockers linked together is a great
solution for public places with a large flow of people, where
lack of physical space is a problem. Lockers are free-standing
or wall-mounted.
RAILWAY AND BUS STATION INSTALLATION - DOUBLE
ACQUISITION!
Bi-charged charging stations and lockers encourage
1) e-mobility
2) regular use of public transportation.
For example: Worker will arrive to the station with an e-bike and connect the battery
to electric power inside the locker. He will proceed the way to work with a bus or
train. After the working day is over, he will discover a full and safely stored battery.

OPTIONS FOR YOU TO CHOOSE:
1)the number of lockers in one set is up to you,
2)wall-mounted,
3)free-standing on a pedestal or/ and under canopy.

OTHER OPTIONS/upgrades:
1)canopies,
2)solar panels (battery
charging via solar energy,
canopy installation),
3)electricity consumption
meter.
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